Stars of the Week
12th June 2020
Miss Hearld’s Class
Elsie Jefferson for working really hard on her home learning activities and doing
some fantastic super hero writing this week.
James Scott for making a brilliant junk model rocket and giving a really clear
explanation about how each part worked.
Miss Scott’s Class
George Frost for writing a fantastic sentence about his spanner
Harvey Smith for creating a fantastic superhero with lots of gadgets
Miss Whittome’s Class
Bobby Shaw for trying really hard to do some amazing writing in school - he has
been really proud of himself.
Betsy Bevan for amazing learning around our topic of World ocean week this week.
Miss Burbidge & Mrs Caul’s Class
Jack Stoner who has been working SO hard with all his maths, and is now showing a
fab understanding of subtraction. We are just so proud of him!
Isadora Havercroft-Watt for an amazing performance of a poem that she learnt off
by heart, and top effort in all her home learning that she has done. She has been a
complete star!
Mrs Boulton’s Class
Ruby Mae Finn for her family morning based on Charlie and the Chocolate Factorychocolate melting, tasting and factory tours!
Bailey Stone for his fantastic homemade musical instruments. He played these as he
sang a song
Luke Anning for making an amazing model of the Chocolate Factory including a
working glass elevator
Miss Humphreys’ Class
Lily Parkinson for her brilliant sentences to describe Willy Wonka's chocolate factory
using fantastic adjectives.
Anya Brown for fantastic maths work on the two times table. She even extended
herself and completed the work for the 5 times table.
Miss Wilkinson’s Class
Brooke Farrell who makes an amazing effort with every piece of home learning given
to her. Clearly working very hard at home and producing work to the best of her
ability.
Will Mingo for choosing some excellent vocabulary to use in his diary entry. His plan
was great and I can't wait to read the finished product.

Stars of the Week
12th June 2020
Mr Dyer’s Class
Abbey-Rose Robertson for huge dedication and enthusiasm with home learning,
working really hard each day and clearly making great progress.
Taryn Massam for working really hard on her maths home learning. Every task
shows determination and dedication.
Miss Pope’s Class
Edward Brewer
because he persevered with poetry and wrote a fantastic
acrostic poem that sums up all of the wonderful things about summer perfectly. Not
only that, but it was written in colourful, cursive handwriting!
Alice Merritt for her super maths work and a great perimeter challenge for her
classmates!
Miss Seavers’ Class
Poppy Simpson for an excellent summer chalk drawing, using the new skills she has
learnt.
Lucy Stimson wrote some fantastic metaphors about summer, capturing the season
perfectly
Miss Gardonyi’s Class
Olivia Mckay has been working incredibly hard on every piece of home learning, but
in particular she has produced a gorgeous L.S. Lowry style artwork.
Leo Deighton for incredible attitude towards his home learning but in particular his
potion for 'annoying sisters'!
Bobbie Taylor has showed consistent hard work all week and wonderfully supportive
comments on other children's work.
Alex Briggs for having the fantastic idea of writing a joint story with his friend
(Edward Hardy) to create something very special.
Miss Le Pla’s Class
Alfred Davies for an excellent piece of art using 1 point perspective drawn on the
iPad.
Ava Gane for an informative and well-explained set of of instructions on how to
catch a ball.
Mrs Hutchinson’s Class
Charlie Hallam for working hard over the past few weeks and producing some great
writing including instructions about how to complete a defensive cricket shot.
Jamie Stone for an excellent piece of art using 1 point perspective and paints with
shading to create a super picture.
Miss Padbury’s Class
George Redpath for working hard with home learning and for completing his list of
spellings.
Ben Wells for lots of fantastic home learning, but especially his writing.

